In medicine, data collection and analysis provide the information needed to reduce diagnostic uncertainty. An examination of how medical imaging data is collected and then transformed into diagnostic information provides testable ideas for better managing this dynamic process. In other fields, process data is systematically assessed for differences between observed and predicted values. For studies that expose patients to the potentially harmful effects of ionizing radiation, monitoring imaging studies/illness, images/imaging study and radiation exposure/image would be steps towards developing radiation dose budgets for the diagnosis and treatment of common conditions. Random variation within the expected range would signal a high quality process. Conversely, single outlying cases or nonrandom variation within the expected range would trigger an investigation for a possible underlying cause. Such investigations would provide insights into how to continually improve this important aspect of healthcare.
Everyone caring for patients is inundated with data. Our senses are overwhelmed by data emanating from bedside alarms, phone calls, diagnostic images and endless pages of electronic medical records [1] . To date little has been done to organize this torrent into a structured flow that caregivers can quickly grasp and follow over time with economy of effort. Other complex businesses are far more capable of transforming mountains of data into the nuggets of information. Medicine needs to catch up.
In his Mathematical Theory of Communication, Claude Shannon distinguished data from information. He defined information by its ability to reduce uncertainty [2, 3] . He recognized that while transmitting a longer message might require more characters, that extra data does not necessarily convey more information. "Abdominal pain in the periumbilical region" is redundant in the sense that the same diagnostic information could be conveyed by "periumbilical pain". While such twofold reductions in data are often unnecessary, Shannon recognized that excess data can overwhelm communication systems when bandwidth is limited. Such bandwidth limitations are not restricted to electronic devices such as a tenuous wireless connection. They can arise when caregivers interact during medical emergencies. Bandwidth limitations also occur when the diagnosis and treatment of a patient with a particularly complex history needs to be communicated quickly and effectively.
Efforts to improve communication in medicine and better manage the flow of information will require a systematic approach. We should look upstream and ask, "What job do our customers hire our services and procedures to accomplish?" [4, 5] . In other words, what prompts patients to hire the healthcare system and open the flood gates? How does the diagnostic process in general and medical imaging in particular contribute to the torrential flow of information? How might that flow be better managed?
Patients seek help from the healthcare system when a condition exceeds their personal capacity for diagnosis and treatment ( Figure 1 ). Consider Mike, a previously healthy teenager, who develops abdominal pain and malaise on a Saturday afternoon. At first he and his parents attribute the symptoms to a viral gastroenteritis or a dietary transgression. But by Monday, Mike feels worse and his parents are worried. They arrange a visit with his physician.
The physician office visit accelerates the flow of data. The family completes a questionnaire about symptoms and past medical history, vital signs are recorded, and the history and physical exam generate even more data.
While this data reduces the uncertainty surrounding Mike's condition, uncertainty persists. Shannon realized that while the initial list of potential causes and possible treatments may be immense, it is finite. The context of Mike's prior health and the prevalence of certain diseases markedly narrows the list. Data from the office visit shortens it further. The list soon focuses on gastroenteritis and appendicitis. Mike, his parents and his physician now face a decision: accept a presumptive diagnosis and start treatment, or pursue additional studies in hopes of further reducing uncertainty.
The two routes can be combined. Treatment can commence based on the presumptive diagnosis even though new data is continually being collected. Periodic reassessment of the data may confirm or refute the presumptive diagnosis with corresponding revisions to the treatment plan. A presumptive diagnosis of viral gastroenteritis suggests that Mike's symptoms will follow a predictable time course. A presumptive diagnosis of early appendicitis will trigger referral to a surgeon and collection of additional lab and imaging data. The situations are dynamic. Analysis of the expanding time series of data can be used to improve the working diagnosis, and also shed light on the accuracy of the prior predictions. If Mike's symptoms steadily worsen and/or new symptoms arise, this constitutes a deviation from the expected course for gastroenteritis. Conversely, if Mike's symptoms completely resolve before the labs, imaging or surgical referral are completed, the diagnosis of appendicitis should be questioned. Even an ocean of information can not completely address every uncertainty, but this approach attempts to continually manage it.
By first outlining the expected course of data over time, a reference is created against which the observed data can be compared. In other fields, sequential data is systematically monitored in this way for differences between observed and predicted values. Control charts and other quality improvement tools use algorithms to analyze vast datasets. A single large deviation or nonrandom sequences of smaller deviations are informative and trigger an investigation for causes. While control charts are increasingly used in our institutional quality improvement programs [6] , one can ask why these tools are not yet routinely used to analyze clinical data such as vital signs, labs, symptoms or radiation exposure.
Medical imaging is attractive because it rapidly captures and preserves vast amounts of data about the patient's internal condition. While the uncertainty regarding the patient's condition can also be addressed by other methods (history, physical, labs, direct inspection after surgical exposure, etc.), for many conditions, imaging is more informative and less invasive. While the sensor arrays in imaging equipment collect vast quantities of data that could be displayed as page after page of numerical values, imaging data is typically displayed in formats that leverage our visual system's capacity to recognize and decode the patterns caused by illness or injury. Image interpretation transforms gigabytes of imaging data into kilobytes of diagnostic information that is then transmitted in a text report.
However, medical imaging's ability to reduce diagnostic uncertainty is a double edged sword. Its benefits are accompanied by risks such as radiation exposure [7] , incidental findings [8] , and high costs [9] . Efforts can be made to optimize radiation exposure [10, 11] and to utilize imaging more effectively [12] . Radiation exposure provides an attractive improvement opportunity since it is relatively easy to measure and the risk of harm from cancer induction steadily rises with increasing exposure [13] . Computed tomography (CT), fluoroscopy, nuclear medicine studies and radiographs require passing highenergy photons through the patient. In many cases, more than 90% of these photons deposit their energy within the patient rather than the detector. Since the cumulative damage of this bombardment sums over a lifetime, the risk increases geometrically with studies per illness or condition, images per study and exposure per image.
Strategies that optimize information flow can also be used to manage radiation risk. We should leverage the same observed vs. expected data monitoring paradigm used for the diagnostic evaluation discussed above. Medical imaging reduces diagnostic uncertainty, but we should not be willing to trade each bit of new information about the diagnosis for new uncertainty regarding the patient's radiation risk. Guidelines to determine the most appropriate study can help reduce exposure in the first place [14] . Then, if Mike's condition does warrant imaging, we should try to predict his expected exposure and seek processes that reliably meet these expectations. Stated another way, we should set "radiation dose budgets" for the diagnosis and treatment of common conditions like abdominal pain (Table 1) . While expected ranges of dose metrics for common studies are being established [16] , meeting the promise of "less is more" will require an even more comprehensive and systematic approach. We need to consider dose/image (Figure 2 ), images/study and studies/illness. We also need to shift our frame of reference from image quality to image utility [18] .
This observed vs. predicted format for radiation exposure has other advantages. Reducing unintended variation is the first step in improving quality and safety. Values outside the expected range warrant an investigation for the underlying cause. Establishing predicted values also creates a foundation for measuring improvement. In addition, conformance between prior predictions and observed results simplifies communication. Mike, his parents and his physician do not need to be experts in radiation dosimetry to interpret the results. Values within the expected range suggest a high quality process [19] . Finally, the expected range can become part of the risk vs. benefit conversation during shared decision making.
Patients' overall care might be improved by strategies that replace, reduce or recycle information from imaging. Replacement strategies exploit instances where relatively small amounts of diagnostic data from nonimaging sources might reliably address clinical uncertainty. Reduction strategies combat the natural tendency to collect just one more bit of data and instead truncate 3-20 mGy a The expected range in this example are based on the 25th-75th percentiles observed for adult abdomen/pelvis exams from 2010 to 2012 by Keegan et al. [11] . b CT studies per illness can be determined by number of billed procedures. The lower end of the expected range is set at 0 as the possibility of appendicitis can be ascertained by history/physical and/or ultrasound.
c Radiation exposure/CT study is inferred from the dose length product (DLP). DLP is calculated by multiplying the average CTDI vol by the length of the CT scan(s) along the long axis of the patient [15] . It is related to the amount of X-ray energy absorbed by the patient during the CT scan. The lower end of this expected range reflects a limited exam of pelvis or abdomen. The upper end of the expect range reflects a single acquisition of the entire abdomen and pelvis. While much higher levels can be observed, they often result from multiple scans through the same region. For example, it is possible to repeatedly image the abdomen and pelvis, before, during and after administering intravenous contrast. However, only a single set of images is typically needed to diagnose appendicitis.
d Radiation exposure/image is inferred from CT Dose Index (volume). This metric reflects the energy deposited in a tissue phantom when it is exposed using the same scanner settings used for the patient [15] . Higher values are typically seen when scanner settings are adjusted to image larger patients or acquire images with higher/signal to noise. collection as soon as there is sufficient information to make a valid treatment decision [17] . Recycling strategies leverage existing information such as prior imaging studies or other portions of the medical record to limit the differential diagnosis to be addressed by the new imaging study, possibly allowing for a more tailored or focused study.
Shannon demonstrated how prior predictions and feedback channels allow error-free communication. Shannon's framework also suggests that the ebb and flow of requests for diagnostic information will reflect varying levels of uncertainty in the patient's diagnosis or response to treatment. As such, the bandwidth devoted to requests for diagnostic information and transmission of results could become a tracking index of the patient's current condition. Critically ill and unstable patients have more data flowing into and out of the electronic medical record. In much the same way that intelligence agencies gauge the terrorism threat by monitoring patterns of online chatter, a patient's current condition could be gauged by monitoring the network activity devoted to that patient.
The success of our endeavors to manage information flow might be seen when Mike is asked numerous questions about his current condition and he repeatedly utters a single syllable, "fine". In Panel A, the iconic earthrise image acquired by the Apollo 8 crew is displayed at differing resolutions. When asked to name or "diagnose" the image, most viewers find the 75 × 75 pixel image sufficient even though the 300 × 300 pixel image clearly has superior image quality. This task obviously leverages prior experience with this well-known image. However the 18 × 18 pixel image would be sufficient, if the task was asking the Apollo 8 crew or their guidance computer to locate earth for the trip home. While this second task clearly contains a diagnostic component, the image's role is now more analogous to how low dose images are used to guide fluoroscopic procedures. Low dose images can contain sufficient information to complete the task at hand, especially when the task builds upon experience with prior data or the answer lies within a limited solution space. Panel B illustrates the sigmoidal relationship between available data and ability to complete the task at hand. (Adapted from Duncan and Evens) [17] .
